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Today, we’re going to be looking at the letter E. In this article, we’ll provide you with ideas

to help you teach your child this letter. One of the key points in helping your child learn

new material is through exposure. For example, while teaching the letter E, it is very

helpful to keep around objects that start with this letter like eating eggs for breakfast,

using an eraser, watching videos about elephants, etc. In addition, it’s a good idea to

pace the learning process for your child, as in teaching them only one or two letters a

week, or adopting the “Letter of the Week'' strategy. Nevertheless, incorporating

previously taught letters is also important in order to maintain and strengthen retention.

Activities

Learning doesn’t always come easy to children, they would much rather be playing and

running around than sitting down in a chair and repeating after us. Thus, trying to make

the process fun can come in handy. One way to lighten up learning material is through

activities.

 Before you start with the activities, you can prepare your child by watching this Letter E

video from Kids Academy.
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Letter E Coloring Sheet: One of the easiest activities you can prepare for your child is

worksheets, all you have to do is print them out and you’re good to go! This coloring

worksheet from the Kids Academy website is a great option for getting your child

acquainted with the uppercase shape of the letter E. It also emphasizes the sound the

letter makes through providing images of words that start with the letter E: an

elephant and an egg.

Letter E Tracing Page: Another Kids Academy worksheet is this tracing worksheet that

helps your child embark on their writing journey through tracing the uppercase and

lowercase forms of the letter E. Tracing not only helps acquaint your child with the

shape of the letter, but also works on their motor skills such as their palmar grasp.

Similarly to the previous worksheet, this one also provides images of words that start
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with the letter E to help kids learn the sound the letter makes.

Pom-Pom E: For this activity, you’ll need some multicolored pom-poms and glue, and a

drawing or print out of a big bubble letter E, you can also use it for both uppercase and

lowercase forms. All your Child has to do is glue pom-poms inside the letter. This

activity mainly works on exposure. Instead of instructing your child to learn the letter,

you’re providing them with a fun activity that passively offers them the shape of the

letter E. You can try to emphasize the name of the letter through repeating: “Let’s glue

more pom-poms on the letter E”.

Elephant Letter Cutout: In this activity, your child will be making the shape of an

elephant from the letter E. Associating a letter to a word helps children retain the

shape and sound of the letter better. First, cut out a cardboard letter E, then also cut
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out the shapes of an elephant trunk, ears and eyes (Or you can use googly eyes, kids

love them!). Then, have your child glue or pin the elephant cutouts onto the letter E to

make it look like an elephant.

With these activities, you will hopefully be able to easily teach your child the letter E this

week.
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